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ELL IOTT  GROUP LAUNCH SUSTA IN IQ
AT  CORK  STREET ,  DUBL IN

Elliott Group

S U S T A I N I Q . C O M

Elliott Group are introducing SustainIQ
across all their projects, launching the
technology at their upcoming Co-Living
Development on Cork Street, Dublin. The
proposed 14,047 sqm development of
Cork Street, centrally located in Dublin 8,
just 1 km west of St. Stephen’s Green, will
principally consist of the construction of
Build-to-Rent Shared Living Residential
Development.

SustainIQ is the all-in-one ESG &
sustainability reporting software that
measures, monitors and reports on the
social, economic, and environmental
performance of businesses.

Prior to using SustainIQ, Elliott Group were facing a number of emerging
challenges when it came to ESG reporting:

Struggling to access ESG data to report back to private sector clients
who increasingly required information.
Using spreadsheets to report on a variety of areas that were not aligning
coherently.
Data being collated in different ways across different projects due to a
lack of a standardised methodology for reporting.
Impending EU regulatory requirements such as the Corporate
Sustainability Reporting Directive (CSRD) placing new reporting
pressures on the business.
ESG data living in multiple business systems with no way of integrating
data flows in to one central location.

Challenges Elliott Group were having with ESG reporting

BENEF ITS  FOR  ELL IOTT  GROUP FROM US ING SUSTA IN IQ

AUTOMATED DATAFLOWS VIA CONNECTIVITY AND INTEGRATIONS
SustainIQ integrates with Elliott Group’s existing tech stack. Using the SustainIQ API,
Elliott Group benefit from integrations with their ERP, Procore, and a number of
integrations with Waste Contractors and Facilities to automate the flow of waste data.
Moving forward, Elliott Group are exploring further integrations with their finance
systems. Fully exploiting the power of automation, Elliott Group use SustainIQ to
eliminate the need for manual data entry and get access to ESG performance via
instantaneous calculations.

STANDARDISED METHODOLOGY ACROSS ALL FUTURE PROJECTS

REAL-TIME, SITE-LEVEL REPORTING

“We’re delighted to be launching SustainIQ on our Cork Street
Co-Living project in Dublin, setting a new standard for the
way of ESG Reporting in our operations. 

ESG has become a core tenet of our future strategy. Moving
forward, SustainIQ is one of the most crucial aspects of
ensuring we can deliver real-time and accurate reporting
back to all of our stakeholders on our ESG performance and
keep ourselves accountable as we work toward our 
longer-term sustainability goals.” 

LAURA MCCOOEY
HSEQ MANAGER
ELL IOTT  GROUP

Across every project, SustainIQ provides users with set forms and methodologies for
every data point Elliott Group could need. Kicking off at their Cork Street site, Elliott
Group’s site teams now use SustainIQ’s mobile interface to input data that’s required
to monitor ESG performance. Standardised capture methods will now result in more
standardised and accurate data outputs, making it easier to analyse performance and
extract insights to improve the business over time.

When businesses use SustainIQ, they change the way they report. Data flows from the
granular site level up, rather than office teams chasing information from the top down.
Having access to data from the second it’s inputted on the ground means Head Office
can be more agile when it comes to identifying trends, potential issues or
opportunities, ultimately meaning faster decision-making and quick wins toward a
more sustainable future.

Elliott Group are one of Ireland’s
longest standing Leading Contractors,
with a history of delivering construction
works for over 90 years since the 1920s.
Elliott Group have achieved notable
success and experience across a wide
range of key construction sectors,
servicing clients in Healthcare,
Education, Commercial, Logistics and
Data Centre industries.

Why Elliott Group chose SustainIQ

SustainIQ provides Elliott Group with a single platform to report on all areas
of ESG, including GHG Emissions, Waste Management, Social Value,
Biodiversity and much more. With over 150+ data points, API connectivity and
a simple-to-use mobile web app, SustainIQ was a perfect fit to help Elliott
Group resolve it’s increasing number of ESG challenges.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/sustainiq/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCuxwK9RlEO-ilfRmHfs2Btw
https://twitter.com/SustainIQ
http://www.sustainiq.com/
http://www.sustainiq.com/

